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Abstract

We describe a system that interfaces a SM-24 geophone to a NodeMCU
micro-controller and allows to display spectrograms on any web browser.
The independent sensor nodes can be very flexibly placed anywhere because
they are battery-powered and connected to the network by WIFI. The
presentation software is based on Javascript and can be used in an Internet
browser on any computer connected to the same network.

1 Introduction

In our lab we have a number of large compressors and a sizable crane and I
wondered how much these devices shake the ground and affect other sensitive
equipment; in our case super-conducting accelerating cavities, that are affected
by so-called microphonics. In order to measure the vibrations I purchased a
few SM-24 geophones [1], devices that are normally used to investigate ground
vibrations, often in the context of finding oil.

I set out to build a system that samples the voltage from the sensor, possi-
bly amplify it and digitize it in a microcontroller that can be located anywhere
and should be battery-powered, but report the measurements via WIFI to a host
computer, where the data should be displayed as a time series, just like an oscillo-
scope does. I also wanted to display the spectrum based on Fourier transforming
the time-series. Since dealing with different computers and operating systems
is a nuisance I decided to build the interface in Javascript and use an Internet
browser as the vehicle to display the measurements.

Since the ground vibration spectra often show intermittent disturbances I
also wanted a spectrogram, where the spectrum is displayed in grey-scale as a
function of time. To illustrate what I mean, look at Fig. 1 which shows the
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Figure 1: The display.

interface running in a browser window. We start from the bottom, where I
display some status information. The smaller window with the blue trace shows
the current spectrum, here in a logarithmic scale, which is updated about twice
a second and the larger window above shows the history of previous 512 spectra
coded in grey-scale. Large values appear darker. We observe a clear sequence of
bands, which show up and disappear again and in this case depend on speakers
on my desk which excite the geophone. When an new song starts, the visible
bands change. On the top are a number of control buttons to start and stop the
acquisition, change between different display modes and amplification levels.

But this should only serve as an illustration of what I a set out to do. The
details of the different subsystems are described in the following sections. So stay
tuned.
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Figure 2: The pre-amplifier.

2 Sensor and Pre-amplifier

As sensor I use an SM-24 which is accelerometer consisting of a coil connected
to its housing by springs embedded in a magnetic field generated by permanent
magnets that are attached to the housing. If the housing moves, the coil remains
stationary due to its inertia and an induction voltage is induced in the coil which is
proportional to the velocity and can be measured. The sensitivity is 28.8V/(m/s)
and the device operates in the range of 10-240Hz. Hooking up the geophone
directly to an oscilloscope I found that the typical range of voltages is a few mV
when placed on a table and everything is quiet. When tapping the table the
signal went up to about ±100mV. Matching this range to the input range of the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) on the microcontroller board of 0 to 3.3V I
need to amplify the signal by about 30 and shift the level to half the input range.

I start by building a simple amplifier based on an operational amplifier MCP-
6002, which I have available and stay a little bit conservative and target an
amplification of about ×10. I also want to use a circuit that operates from a
single supply voltage and therefore I need to even shift the level of the input
signal. The schematics for the circuit is shown in Fig. 2 where the two wires from
the geophone are connected to the inputs of the op-amp via 3.3 kΩ resistors. The
amplification is set by the ratio of these resistors to the feedback resistor R3. The
offset is determined to half supply voltage by the current flowing into the positive
terminal of the op-amp via R7 and the voltage divider made of R6 and R8. It
turns out that the tolerances of the parts cause the output signal to exhibit a
wildly varying DC level. I therfore AC-couple the amplified signal via a 10µF
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Figure 3: The NodeMCU micro-controller development board.

capacitor and level shift to mid range again by voltage divider R4 and R5 which
turns out to work reliably. The value of the capacitor determines the lower cutoff
of the transmission and should be sufficiently large. The geophone has a range
of up to 240Hz and I therefore do not use an anti-alias filter before passing the
signal on to an ADC. There is a second op-amp in the same package which I
do not use in this circuit. In order to avoid disturbances I ground both input
terminals and leave the output terminal unconnected.

At this point we have an amplified signal from the geophone available that is
also roughly placed at half the input range of the ADC on the micro-controller
to which we need to connect it in the next step.

3 Micro-controller

As microcontroller I choose the NodeMCU development board [2], that is based
on an ESP8266 system-on-chip processor with built-in WIFI support. As an ad-
ditional bonus, the system can be programmed using the Arduino interface. It
simply behaves as an Arduino, but operating at higher speed, having more mem-
ory and additional features such as WIFI. A schematic sketch of the NodeMCU
development board is shown in Fig. 3.

Since the ESP8266 processor on the NodeMCU board is capable of operating
at 160MHz I chose to do the Fourier-transformations on the micro-controller.
Moreover I want to communicate directly with a web-browser that displays the
results. The latter requirement dictates to use of websockets, a new communica-
tion channel that is available on HTML5 enabled browsers, which nowadays all
browsers are. Websockets are similar to normal network sockets, but add an addi-
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tional level of handshaking and possibly encryption. Once the communication is
established between browser (the websocket client) and the server running on the
micro-controller, both parties–client and server–can send and receive messages to
each other. In particular the micro-controller can send spectra continuously once
instructed to do so.

Sending binary messages across the network is often hampered by differing
conventions such as byte-ordering. I therefore chose to send JSON-encoded data
where JSON is an acronym for Javascript Object Notation and is a standard to
encode any type of data that is understood and can be decoded by all modern
browsers.

So the task of the micro-controller is to sample the signal from the amplified
geophone at a rate of 1000 samples/s, which is twice the maximum needed to
sample the maximum frequency delivered from the geophone. The rate is limited
to 1000 samples/s by the Ticker library, because a higher rate might interfere
with servicing the WIFI activities, that the micro-controller has to take care of
as well. The acquired samples we Fourier-transform and send to the browser
to display the spectrum. Alternatively we send the raw samples to the browser
in which case we have an oscilloscope-like signal available on the browser. In
either case we encode the data in a JSON-encoded message before sending. After
sending the data to the browser, the microcontroller waits a short time, where
the default is 50ms, before starting a new acquisition.

The code running on the micro-controller, that we discuss in more detail below
is the following

// Geoscope, V. Ziemann, 170316, License: GPL

#include "fft.c"

#define npts 512

int bits;

complx wave[npts];

const char* ssid = "messnetz";

const char* password = ".........";

const int port=81;

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h>

#include <ESP8266WiFiMulti.h>

#include <WebSocketsServer.h>

#include <Hash.h>

ESP8266WiFiMulti WiFiMulti;

WebSocketsServer webSocket = WebSocketsServer(port);

#include <ArduinoJson.h>
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#include <Ticker.h>

Ticker SampleFast, SampleSlow;

volatile uint16_t isamp=0;

int sample_period=10,sample_buffer_ready=0,spectrum=1,vscale=1;

uint16_t sample_buffer[npts];

volatile uint8_t websock_num=0;

void sampleslow_action(uint8_t num) {

SampleSlow.detach();

SampleFast.attach_ms(sample_period,samplefast_action,num);

}

void samplefast_action(uint8_t num) {

sample_buffer[isamp]=analogRead(0);

isamp++;

if (npts == isamp) {

SampleFast.detach();

isamp=0;

sample_buffer_ready=1;

}

}

//...................................................................

void webSocketEvent(uint8_t num, WStype_t type,

uint8_t * payload, size_t length) {

Serial.printf("webSocketEvent(%d, %d, ...)\r\n", num, type);

websock_num=num;

switch(type) {

case WStype_DISCONNECTED:

Serial.printf("[%u] Disconnected!\r\n", num);

break;

case WStype_CONNECTED:

{

IPAddress ip = webSocket.remoteIP(num);

Serial.printf("[%u] Connected from %d.%d.%d.%d url: %s\r\n",

num, ip[0], ip[1], ip[2], ip[3], payload);

}

break;

case WStype_TEXT:

{

Serial.printf("[%u] get Text: %s\r\n", num, payload);

//........................................parse JSON

DynamicJsonBuffer json_input;
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JsonObject& root = json_input.parseObject((const char *)payload);

const char *cmd = root["cmd"];

const int val = root["val"];

if (strstr(cmd,"FASTON")) {

sample_period=val;

SampleFast.attach_ms(sample_period,samplefast_action,num);

} else if (strstr(cmd,"FASTOFF")) {

SampleFast.detach();

SampleSlow.detach();

} else if (strstr(cmd,"SPECTRUM")) {

Serial.println("Select spectrum or time domain display");

spectrum=val;

} else if (strstr(cmd,"SCALE")) {

vscale=val;

} else {

Serial.println("Unknown command");

}

break;

}

default:

Serial.printf("Invalid WStype [%d]\r\n", type);

break;

}

}

//.............................................................setup

void setup() {

int i;

pinMode(LED_BUILTIN,OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN,LOW);

Serial.begin(115200);

delay(1000);

WiFiMulti.addAP(ssid, password);

while(WiFiMulti.run() != WL_CONNECTED) {

Serial.print("."); delay(500);

}

Serial.print("\nConnected to "); Serial.print(ssid);

Serial.print(" with IP address: "); Serial.println(WiFi.localIP());

webSocket.begin();

webSocket.onEvent(webSocketEvent);

digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN,HIGH);

for (i=(npts>>1);i!=0;i>>=1) bits++;

fft_init(bits);

}
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//............................................................loop

void loop() {

webSocket.loop();

if (sample_buffer_ready) {

digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN,LOW);

sample_buffer_ready=0;

char out[2570];

int points_to_send=npts;

if (spectrum) {

double qq=0.0;

for (int i=0;i<npts;i++) { // find average

qq+=sample_buffer[i];

}

qq/=npts;

for (int k=0;k<npts;k++) {

wave[k].re=sample_buffer[k]-qq;

wave[k].im=0;

}

fft(wave,bits);

reorder(wave,bits);

qq=2.0*vscale/npts;

for (int i=0;i<npts/2;i++) {

sample_buffer[i]=hypot(wave[i].re,wave[i].im)*qq;

}

points_to_send=npts/2;

}

DynamicJsonBuffer jsonBuffer;

JsonArray& json = jsonBuffer.createArray();

for (int k=0;k<points_to_send;k++) {

json.add(sample_buffer[k]);

}

json.printTo(out,sizeof(out));

webSocket.sendTXT(websock_num,out,strlen(out));

SampleSlow.attach_ms(50,sampleslow_action,websock_num);

digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN,HIGH);

}

}

First I include the fft.c code from Steve Haehnichen which is under GPL license
and declare the number of points used and additional variables needed for the
Fourier-transformations. Next I declare the name and password of the WLAN
I want to connect to as well as the port number on which the websocket server
will listen before including a number of header files for libraries for WIFI con-
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nectivity. Finally we define the webSocket as a WebSocketServer listening on
the previously specified port. The ArduinoJSON.h header file enables support for
JSON encoding.

The Ticker.h header and library enables interrupt-driven processes, but only
up to a rate of once per milli-second, which is luckily perfectly matched to our
requirement of sampling at 1000 samples per second. The limitation comes from
limiting the interference of any interrupt-driven routine with WIFI support which
continuously must go on behind the scene. I define two interrupt-driven processes
SampleFast and SampleSlow. The fast process will cause to read the ADC once
per ms and the slow process is used to tailor the time between sampling new
traces. The latter is not strictly needed. Furthermore a number variables and in
particular the sample buffer[] array are declared.

The next two routines are the interrupt routines for the slow and fast pro-
cesses. The slow routine sampleslow action() is called after some waiting time
and it first disables itself and then starts the fast process with the number of mil-
liseconds specified by the variable sample period. It also specifies the function
to call repeatedly, here samplefast action() and passes the variable num to it.
The variable num contains the identification of the connection on the websocket.
The samplefast action() function is called once every ms or whatever integer
is specified in the variable sample period. In the function the ADC is read
out and placed in the sample buffer. Once the buffer is full, the interrupt is
disabled with the SampleFast.detach() function and the pointer to the next
sample reset to zero. Furthermore, the variable sample buffer ready is set to
unity to signal that the acquisition of one trace of npts points is complete and
ready to be sent. But more on that later when we discuss the main part of the
program.

The function webSocketEvent() is a callback function that is called by the
underlying server process to handle events, such as connection established or
closed as well as the data-received event. As input the server process fills the
variables in the input list of the function, here the identifier num of the connection,
the type of event WStype and the data payload received and the number of bytes
received in the variable length. Inside the function some diagnostic output is
produced and then the switch statement branches to handle the different types
of events. First, disconnecting and connecting of a client are reported to the serial
line as well as the IP number of the connecting client. In case as text message
is received it is first reported to the serial line. Since I only send JSON-encoded
data I allocate the buffer json input for the decoded data and the root object
to hold the data before parsing thepayload which contains the received data.
I use the convention that all commands sent to the micro-controller contain a
command cmd and a value val and extract these into their respective variables.
Then follows an if-then-else construction to branch, depending on the command
received. In case of FASTON we interpret the value val as the sample period and
start the SampleFast() function that subsequently acquires the samples. In case
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FASTOFF is received, all timers are disabled and in case the command SPECTRUM is
received the value val is copied into spectrum which is used to decide whether to
send the Fourier-transform or just send the raw samples. Finally, the command
SCALE is used to pass val to the variable vscale that I use to multiply the
spectrum. It serves as a software based amplification level, that turns out to be
quite useful.

After having described all service functions we are ready to discuss the setup()
function that is executed once after booting the controller and we use it to ini-
tialize all parts of the system. First out is the pin connected to the LED on the
development system, that I use as a simple indicator. Then I set it to low to actu-
ally turn the LED on (it uses inverted logic) and initialize the Serial line followed
by connecting to the WLAN and waiting for a successful connection. Once that
is established the IP number obtained via DHCP is written to the Serial line.
Now that the WIFI is working, we start the websocket server and finally turn the
LED off and initialize some arrays needed for the Fourier transformations. This
completes the initialization process...

...and we are ready to discuss the continuously running loop() function. It
contains the websocket handler webSocket.loop() and then the variable sample-
buffer ready is checked. A non-zero value indicates completion of an acquisi-
tion cycle and readiness to send data to the browser. Here we first turn on the
LED and check whether the variables spectrum is non-zero, in which case we
need to Fourier-transform the acquired samples. Here we first subtract the aver-
age value of the samples to prevent a large peak at zero frequency and copy the
thus processed sample to the complex array wave[] before calling the Fourier-
transform functions. Once they complete we scale the lower half of the data up to
the Nyquist frequency (500Hz at 1ms sample time) and place them back into the
sample buffer and reduce the number of points to send by half. At this point
the sample buffer array either contains the spectrum, or, if spectrum was zero
it contains the raw samples. In either case we are ready to send the data, but first
need to encode it in JSON format by adding each sample to the json array. Once
that is complete we copy the contents of that array to the character buffer out
and send it with the webSocket.sendTXT() command. Finally the slow timer
process is initiated to wait 50ms before calling the sampleslow action() func-
tion, that in turn triggers the fast acquisition, as discussed above and the LED
is turned off.

This is the complete code that operates on the micro-controller. It is com-
pletely event-driven through the websockets. The loop() function only contains
the websocket event loop and the post-processing. The latter I had inside an
interrupt routine first, but since it is not a time critical part I decided to move it
to the loop() function.

This code is now ready to collect samples, Fourier-transform and amplify
them, and eventually send to a browser. Our next task is to describe the control-
ling software that runs on an Internet browser.
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4 Front-end software

The controlling software that runs on any browser and communicates with the
micro-controller via websockets is based on HTML5 code. The interface is already
shown in Fig. 1 and we are now ready to discuss the different parts in more detail.
This time we start with the menu containing the commands to control the micro-
controller and the presentation in general. In the top left the name of the code
and version number is displayed and two buttons, one to start one to stop the
acquisition follow next to it. These two button send the FASTON and FASTOFF

commands to the micro-controller that we discussed in connection with the code
running on the controller. Next to the right is a button labeled SPECTRUM that
will cause the spectrum to be displayed. Pressing it again will toggle between
logarithmic and linear scale. The next entry to the right can be used to set
the vscale variable on the controller that will multiply the spectrum. The next
button selects the waveform or time-domain display of the raw data. Since the
analog front-end with the amplifier produces a somewhat shifted offset voltage
we can center the raw trace with the New Offset button. Finally at the right
end of the menu list there is a HardCopy button that simply copies the contents
of the upper large window with the spectrogram into a file in png format that
can be downloaded or viewed in an external image viewer.

The large window contains the spectrogram of the spectrum display in the
smaller window below, but it is coded in grey-scale and continuously running so
one can observe slowly changing features of the spectrum as a function of time.
There are 512 lines displayed, which corresponds to about 5 minutes in real time,
because we obtain a little under two spectra per second. The spectrogram follows
the selection of logarithmic or linear scale. The smaller window below with the
blue trace shows the instantaneous spectrum and further below the time stamp
of the last received data samples as well as averages and extreme values of the
displayed trace are shown. At the far bottom we find a status display.

When Time Domain is selected the lower window contains an oscilloscope-
like display of the raw sampled data from the geophone and the larger window
contains a grey-scale image of the same, but in case it is centered it is mostly
mid-grey, but we superimpose a red dot that is proportional to the rms value of
the trace. In this way sudden changes are easily visible.

This preceding paragraphs describe what the software does, but now we turn
to a description of how it is done. Here I show the code that relies heavily
on HTML5 and Javascript with a detailed description of the individual parts
following after the code. The code is placed in a file called geoscope.html that
can be moved to a web-server or simply copied as a file onto the computer intended
to control and display the software and then loaded as a file into the browser.

<!DOCTYPE HTML>

<HTML lang="en">

<head>
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<title>GeoScope</title>

<meta charset="UTF-8">

<style>

#timeline { border: 1px solid black; }

#waterfall { border: 1px solid black; }

path { fill: none; stroke: blue; stroke-width: 1px;}

.button { font-size: smaller; background: #EEEEEE; border-radius: 5px;

padding: 3px; border: 1px solid black;}

</style>

</head>

<body>

<P> GeoScope v0.6:

<button id="fast" type="button" onclick="samplefast();">Start</button>

<button id="faststop" type="button" onclick="samplefaststop();">Stopped</button>

<button id="spectrum" type="button" onclick="spectrum();">Spectrum</button>

<SELECT onchange="setScale(this.value);">

<OPTION value="1"> x 1 </OPTION>

<OPTION value="3"> x 3 </OPTION>

<OPTION value="10"> x 10 </OPTION>

<OPTION value="30"> x 30 </OPTION>

<OPTION value="100"> x 100 </OPTION>

<OPTION value="300"> x 300 </OPTION>

</SELECT>

<button id="timedomain" type="button" onclick="timedomain();">Time Domain</button>

<button id="newoff" type="button" onclick="calculateOffset();">New Offset</button>

<A HREF="#" class="button" id="hardcopy" download="waterfall.png">Hardcopy</A>

</P>

<canvas id="waterFall" width="1024" height="512"

style="border:1px solid #000000"> </canvas>

<svg id="timeline" width="1024px" height="256px">

<path id="thepath" d="M0 120" />

</svg>

<div id="tim"> Last update: </div>

<div id="avg"> Average:</div>

<div id="status" style="background-color:lightgrey">

Click on <EM>Spectrum</EM> to toggle between log and linear scale.</div>

<script>

var counter = 0;

var offset = 0;

var rms =0;

var mode =0; // 0=spectrum, 1=time, 2=logspectrum

scheduleNewOffset=0;

var websock = new WebSocket(’ws://192.168.20.144:81’);

websock.onopen = function(evt) { console.log(’websock open’); };

websock.onclose = function(evt) { console.log(’websock close’); };
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websock.onerror = function(evt) { console.log(evt); toStatus(evt) };

websock.onmessage=function(event) {

var val=JSON.parse(event.data);

if (mode == 2) {

ymin=0; ymax=5;

k=255/(ymax-ymin);

for (i=0; i<val.length; i++) {

q=Math.max(val[i],1e-1);

val[i]=k*(Math.log(q)-ymin);

}

}

var path = document.getElementById(’thepath’);

var d =path.getAttribute(’d’);

d="M0 511";

step=1024/val.length;

for (i=0; i<val.length; i++) {

d += ’ L’ + (step*i) + ’ ’ + (256-val[i]+offset);

}

path.setAttribute(’d’,d);

document.getElementById(’tim’).innerHTML="Last update: " +

Date(event.timeStamp);

qqq=calculateAverage(val);

if (scheduleNewOffset) {

scheduleNewOffset=0;

offset=qqq-128; toStatus("New offset " + offset.toPrecision(5));

}

updateCanvas(val);

};

function samplefast() {

websock.send(JSON.stringify({ "cmd" : "FASTON", "val" : "1" }));

document.getElementById(’faststop’).innerHTML="Stop me";

document.getElementById(’fast’).innerHTML="Running";

}

function samplefaststop() {

websock.send(JSON.stringify({ "cmd" : "FASTOFF", "val" : "-1" }));

document.getElementById(’faststop’).innerHTML="Stopped";

document.getElementById(’fast’).innerHTML="Start me";

}

function spectrum() {

switch (mode) {

case 0:

mode=2;

toStatus("Spectrum: Logarithmic scale");

break;

case 1:
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mode=0; toStatus("Spectrum: Linear scale");

websock.send(JSON.stringify({ "cmd" : "SPECTRUM", "val" : "1" }));

break;

case 2:

mode=0; toStatus("Spectrum: Linear scale");

break;

default:

toStatus("Mode " + mode + " not supported");

break;

}

offset=0;

}

function timedomain() {

switch (mode) {

case 0:

case 2:

offset=256;

toStatus(’INFO: Time domain plot: red line is proportional to RMS’);

websock.send(JSON.stringify({ "cmd" : "SPECTRUM", "val" : "0" }));

break;

case 1: // do nothing if pressed repeatedly

break;

default:

toStatus("Mode " + mode + " not supported");

break;

}

mode=1;

}

function calculateOffset() {

scheduleNewOffset=1;

}

function toStatus(txt) {document.getElementById(’status’).innerHTML=txt; }

function updateCanvas(val) {

ctx=waterFall.getContext("2d");

img=document.getElementById(’waterFall’);

ctx.drawImage(img,0,1,1024,511,0,0,1024,511);

for (i=0; i<val.length; i++) {

c=parseInt(offset+256-val[i]);

ctx.fillStyle="rgba(" + c + "," + c + "," + c + ",1.0)";

ctx.fillRect(4*i,511,4,1);

}

if (mode == 1) {

ctx.fillStyle=’#FF0000’;

ctx.fillRect(4*parseInt(4*rms),511,4,1);

}
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}

var but=document.getElementById(’hardcopy’);

but.addEventListener(’click’,function(e) {

var c = document.getElementById(’waterFall’);

var img = c.toDataURL("image/png");

but.href = img;

});

function calculateAverage(val) {

avg=0; min0=1e10; max0=-1e10;

for (i=0; i<val.length; i++) {

avg+=val[i];

min0=Math.min(min0,val[i]);

max0=Math.max(max0,val[i]);

}

avg=avg/val.length;

rms=0;

for (i=0; i<val.length; i++) {rms+=(val[i]-avg)*(val[i]-avg);}

rms/=val.length;

rms=Math.sqrt(rms);

document.getElementById(’avg’).innerHTML="Average = " + avg.toPrecision(4)

+ " +/- " + rms.toPrecision(3)

+ " Min/Max = " + min0.toPrecision(4) + " / " + max0.toPrecision(4);

return avg

}

function setScale(v) {

toStatus("Setting the vertical scale for spectrum display to x" + v);

websock.send(JSON.stringify({ "cmd" : "SCALE", "val" : v }));

}

</script>

</body>

</html>

At the top of the file we find the <!DOCTYPE HTML> line that indicates a HTML5
compliant html file. After selecting the language and specifying the title and used
character set a few style (CSS) instructions follow that cause black lines to be
drawn around the graphics windows as well as to define the way the HardCopy

button is displayed. Following the <style> tags we close the head section of the
html file.

The main part of the description follows between the <BODY> and </BODY>

tags and starts off with the description of the buttons, giving them an identifier
with id and a callback with onclick. The callback function is executed once the
button is clicked and will be defined further below. The SELECT section is used
to define the software amplification factor and we define what should be done
once the selected value changes with the onchange parameter that will execute
the function setScale() with the current selected value as argument. Finally
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the HardCopy button contains the download directive which is supported by at
least FireFox and Chrome browsers to allow downloading the parameter specified
under HREF. Here we simply place a dummy value # but change it if the link is
clicked. The callback we define further below. This completes the definitions of
the buttons on the top.

The next html entity is the large window that contains a <canvas> element
which is a writable area in a browser window that we later fill with the spec-
trogram. We also specify a few style parameters such as a solid border and the
size of the window in pixels. The following html entity is a scaled vector graphic
(SVG) enclosed between <svg> and </svg> tags and the displayed trace speci-
fied with the id=’thepath’. The variable d contains SVG instructions. Here M

0 120 implies that the drawing pen moves to point (0, 120). A statement such
as L 4 100 would subsequently draw a line from the present location of the pen
to the new point at (4, 100). Finally, three entities enclosed in <div> tags and
named with id are shown. They contain the information about the last time the
display was updated, some statistics about the displayed trace, and the status
information.

Note that all html entities are named with the id specifier. This allows us to
update their content dynamically using Javascript code, which follows between
the <script> and </script> tags.

First, I declare a number of global variables before opening the websocket
websock with the New WebSocket() function call. As argument I pass the IP
number and port number of the micro-controller I want to communicate with.
Note that I need to precede the IP number with ws: which indicates that the
communication uses the websocket protocol which handles some initial hand-
shaking and error handling. After the websocket is available I attach handlers
to different events such as open, close and error before the main event handler is
defined with the websock.onmessage function definition. The argument event
of the function is filled by the calling background process prior to executing the
handler. In the onmessage handler we first parse the event.data, which contains
the JSON-encoded spectra from the micro-controller. At this point we have the
received spectrum or raw data available in the local variable val. In case we had
selected mode 2 (logarithmic display of spectrum) we calculate the logarithm of
the received values. Next we get the entity that is pointed to by d in the html
entity thepath which is the SVG trace and we fill it with the current values of
the spectrum stored in the array val[]. We initialize by moving the pen to the
starting point (0, 511) with M 0 511 and then loop over all received values and
add line-to parts to d. here we note that the origin of a display window is on
the top left corner which means that we need to display 256-val[i]+offset

instead of val[i]-offset. Once d is filled with the new values we update the
displayed trace with the setAttribute command. Then we update the displayed
time stamp by picking the entity with id=’tim’ and writing to its .innerHTML
property. Then we call the calculateAverage() that returns the rms value
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of the displayed trace and, as a side-effect, also updates the averages displayed
below the windows. In case a new updated offset is requested we do just that and
report the new offset in the status line at the bottom of the web page. Finally
we update the canvas with the spectrogram, but describe the inner workings of
the updateCanvas() function below. The sequence we just described is executed
every time a new data set is received from the micro-controller.

The samplefast() and samplefaststop() functions are connected to the
start and stop buttons on the top left of the web page and they send the command
FASTON and FASTOFF to the controller. Note that they specify both the variables
cmd and val which are subsequently encoded in a JSON string before sending.
Note that when sending FASTON we also supply the number of milliseconds to
wait between recording samples (here 1ms). The two functions also update the
text displayed on the buttons in the top row.

The function spectrum() is connected to the button labeled Spectrum and
simply switches the modes to 0 or 2 in order to display the linear or logarithmic
spectra. If the previously displayed mode was time domain (mode==1) the re-
quested change is communicated to the micro-controller by JSON-encoding cmd

and val to SPECTRUM and 1, respectively before sending to the controller. The
function timedomain() is connected to the Time Domain button and does the
converse, namely switching to mode 1 that displays the raw traces. The next
function calculateOffset() is connected to the New Offset button and only
sets the scheduleNewOffset variable. This ensures that the offsets are only up-
dated if a complete trace is available. The toStatus() function simply places its
argument in the status line and is just a convenience function.

The updateCanvas() function is called every time new data arrives from the
micro-controller and updates the large window with the spectrogram described
by its input argument val. First we need to obtain a handle, or context ctx to
access the contents displayed on the canvas. The following two lines simply shift
the presently displayed canvas by one pixel upwards to make space for the newly
arrived data, which are drawn with a grey-scale level defined by the variable c in
the bottom row 511. The next section enclosed by the (mode==1) condition writes
the red spots with the rms value in case the time domain display is requested.

In the next few lines we obtain a handle to the hardcopy button and attach
an eventListener() function in case it is clicked. Here we convert the present
contents of the canvas with the spectrogram to an image of type png and link
this to the href property of the button. This causes the browser to download
the image and either save to file or view it in an external viewer.

The calculateAverage() function calculates the mean, rms, minimum and
maximum values of the currently displayed spectrum or time domain trace and
updates the line with those values below the spectrum. Finally the setScale()

function is defined. It is the callback function of the selection area to set the
amplification level (the variable vscale on the micro-controller). It just reports
the change to the status line and send the command SCALE with the selected
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Figure 4: The prototype.

value in val via the websocket to the controller.
This completes the description of the software running on the browser. It

sends commands to and receives measurement data from the micro-controller
and displays the values in a easily accessible way. Before deploying the system to
investigate the ground vibrations I briefly describe the hardware implementation.

5 First Protoype System

I built the first version of the system on a breadboard, since only very few
hardware components are included. A picture is shown in Fig. 4. We see the
NodeMCU development board with the meander antenna on the right and the
SM-24 geophone on the left connected to the small amplifier board with the green
wires. The small perf-board contains the circuitry around the op-amp described
by the schematics in Fig. 2.

In my development system I connect the micro-controller to a private network
that is spanned by Raspberry Pi. The Raspi acts as a gateway and firewall
between the in-house quasi-public network and a dedicated WLAN reserved for
measurement applications. I describe setting up the Raspi as a WLAN router in
detail elsewhere. This setup is very efficient for debugging, because I have full
control over all network traffic. All parts of the system, including the Arduino
IDE and the browser are running locally on the Raspi, but once everything works
I add a port-forwarding rule to the Raspi firewall to permit direct access to the
micro-controller from the public part of the network. At this point the controller
is accessible from any computer on that network.
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Figure 5: The improved hardware.

6 Improved Hardware

I built a number of different amplifiers with amplifications between 10 and 100
and they worked satisfactorily, but I did not really like the large amplification and
all the level shifting to be able to use the unipolar ADC on the NodeMCU. Would
it not be nice to have an ADC in a DIL package, using uni-polar supply voltage,
but differential and bi-polar ADC input and on top of that a larger number of bits.
A little searching on the web identified the MCP3304 from Microchip [3], that
satifies the wishlist. It is an 12-bit ADC with 8 inputs. Those 8 input channels
can be configured as 4 differential input channels and this particular chip has
a sign-bit between two differential inputs implemented, which basically allows
to measure negative input voltages and thereby provides 13th bit. Moreover,
the reference voltage for the ADC can be as low as 0.4V, such that we have 13
bits (8192 levels) to span the range from -0.4 to +0.4V giving it a resolution of
0.1mV/bit in this configuration. This is comparable to what we achieved earlier
with an amplifier with an amplification of 30 and the built-in 10-bit ADC of the
NodeMCU. The bonus of using the MCP3304 is that we now have 4 differential
input channels at our disposal and can hook up a few geophones simultaneously.
Note that there is also the MCP3302 with 2 differential input channels, but
otherwise identical specifications. The achievable conversion rate of the ADC is
up to 100 kSamples/s, such that we have sufficient time when sampling at only
1000 Samples/s.

The MCP3304 has an SPI interface and can be directly connected to the SPI
pins on the NodeMCU, Fig. 5 shows the realization on a solder-less breadboard.
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The red and black lines indicate power and ground, respectively, as before. Yellow
indicates the SPI clock line, blue the MISO line, green the MOSI line and orange is
used for the chip select CS line. The two resistors of 56 kΩ and 8.2 kΩ are used as
a voltage divider to provide the reference voltage of Vref = 3.3V 8.2/(56+8.2) ≈
0.42V derived from the power rails. The reference voltage is applied to pin 2 on
the MCP3304 by the purple wire. The connection to the geophone is shown as
cyan wires. Always two side-by-side pins on the lower side are used as differential
inputs. I have also added a few capacitors of 2.2µF to the power rails and
decoupling capacitors of 100 nF close to the power pins and the reference voltage
pin of the ADC to ensure stable input and reference voltage. The capacitors are
not shown on Fig. 5.

According to the datasheet, the SM-24 geophone has a sensitivity of 28.8V
/(m/s) such that 0.1mV, the magnitude of one bit from the ADC, corresponds
to a velocity of approximately v = 3.5µm/s. It is instructive to realize that
this is the magnitude that a f = 100Hz oscillation with an amplitude A =
v/2πf = 5.5 nm produces. Thus, an oscillation, with an amplitude of 10 pixels,
which is clearly visible, when time-domain display is selected, corresponds to an
amplitude of a few tens of nanometer. When spectral display is selected, we
actually plot the power spectrum, which is proportional to the velocity squared
per horizontal frequency bin. The latter is 2Hz wide. The vertical scale is then
given by 15 (nm/s)2/Hz/pixel. Note that any software amplification factor α
improves this sensitivity by α2. An additional amplifier between the geophone
and the ADC input amplifies the sensitivity likewise.

But back to the hardware. For the communication with the ADC via SPI we
need to initialize the SPI infrastructure. This is done by adding the following
lines to the setup() function.

#define CS 15

pinMode(CS,OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(CS,HIGH);

SPI.begin();

SPI.setFrequency(2100000);

SPI.setBitOrder(MSBFIRST);

SPI.setDataMode(SPI_MODE0);

Here we first define the chip select pin we intend to use. This is needed because
the SPI bus lines can be shared among several devices. We also initialize the CS
line to the HIGH state. Next we start the SPI bus, set it clock frequency to the
maximum supported by the ADC and select which byte ordering we use and the
mode. These values are explained in the ADC data sheet.

In order to read the ADC we encapsulate the detailed protocol in a separate
function mcp3304 read adc() that we later call instead of analogRead(0). The
function declaration is the following
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#include <SPI.h>

int mcp3304_read_adc(uint8_t channel,uint8_t cspin) {

int adcvalue=0, b1=0, hi=0, lo=0, sign=0, reading;

digitalWrite (cspin, LOW);

byte commandbits = B00001000; // Startbit+(diff=0)

commandbits |= channel & 0x03;

SPI.transfer(commandbits);

b1 = SPI.transfer(0x00); // always D0=0

sign = b1 & B00010000;

hi = b1 & B00001111;

lo = SPI.transfer(0x00); // input is don’t care

digitalWrite(cspin, HIGH);

reading = (hi << 8) + lo;

if (sign) {reading=reading-4096;}

return reading;

}

which should appear very early in the source file. First we include the SPI header
file and next define the function to read a channel (0 to 3) from the device
connected to a given chip select pin cspin. In the function we declare a few
variables and then pull the chip select line LOW which indicates the start of the SPI
transaction in Mode 0. The variable commandbits contains the information about
which channel to read, and whether we want to read differential or single-ended
values. The SPI transfer is very efficient, because reading from the device happens
simultaneously as writing to the device; so every SPI.transfer sends and receives
data at the same time. Careful reading of the data sheet reveals which bit is sent
at what time during the transaction. The Arduino playground was also helpful in
making sense of the activities on the SPI bus. So, the whole transaction needs two
SPI.transfer commands. The first one sends the request to the ADC and starts
reading the returned bits. Then the sign bit and the hi part of the measurement
are peeled off the returned byte. The second SPI.transfer command sends no
information–I simply send zeros–but reads the remaining bits from the ADC into
the lo variable. Finally the 12 bits of the absolute value are assembled into the
variable reading and the sign bit is used to construct the twos-complement of
the reading to indicate a negative value. This is actually how negative values are
represented by the CPU. As a last step the ADC measurement is returned to the
calling program in the variable reading.

The mcp3304 read adc() function is a drop-in replacement for the call to
analogRead(0) in the sample fast action() call-back routine that is called
once every milli-second to read the ADC and store a value in the sample buffer.
I have built several prototypes and the final one is shown in Fig. 6 which actually
houses two ADC, one MCP3304 and one MCP3208 [4]. The latter is very similar
to the MCP3304, but lacks the sign bit and I use it to provide eight single-ended
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Figure 6: The geoscope with a NodeMCU on the left and two ADCs on the right.
One MCP3304 at the bottom and a ACP3208 above. Since the latter uses single-
ended inputs, each input pin has a ground connector next to it, which accounts
for the two rows of headers.

channels. The second ADC is attached to the same SPI lines but has a separate
chip select line. The code is very similar with the exception that no sign bit is
returned. The code to access it is the following

int mcp3208_read_adc(uint8_t channel,uint8_t cspin) {

int adcvalue=0, b1=0, hi=0, lo=0, reading;

digitalWrite (cspin, LOW);

byte commandbits = B00001100; // Startbit+(single ended=1)

commandbits |= ((channel>>1) & 0x03);

SPI.transfer(commandbits);

commandbits=(channel & 0x01) << 7;

b1 = SPI.transfer(commandbits);

hi = b1 & B00011111;

lo = SPI.transfer(0x00); // input is don’t care

digitalWrite(cspin, HIGH);

reading = (hi << 7) + (lo >> 1);

return reading;

}

The commandbits are now set retrieve single-ended values and up to eight chan-
nels. We observe that the missing sign bit shifts the hi and lo bytes by one bit
and there is no final construction of the twos-complement depending on a sign
bit. A picture of the hardware, built into a cut-off section of a cable-channel,
that serves as housing, is shown in Fig. 6. We see the NodeMCU on the left
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with a small hole to access the microUSB connector to power the system. The
two ADC are visible on the right, where the MCP3304 with the four differential
inputs is placed below and the MCP3208 with the eight single-ended inputs is
placed above. The latter has a two input connector rows in order to provide a
ground connection for each input pin. Note also the voltage divider close to the
red 100 nF capacitor near the reference voltage input pins. The green bridge is
used to short the 56 kΩ resistor to have 3.3V reference voltage for the MCP3208.
Removing it reduces the reference voltage for the ADC to 0.42V as discussed
above.

7 A Simpler System

At some point I realized that only four IO pins are needed for the SPI connection
between the NodeMCU and one ADC and using the rather large NodeMCU
controller appeared unnecessarily generous. I therefore explored whether I can
use an ESP-01 controller [5] instead. Internally the processors on the NodeMCU
and the ESP-01 are the same, but the number of exposed IO-pins differs. The
ESP-01 has a much smaller footprint and only has four usable IO-pins. This
seems like a step back, because only four out of many more possible pins are
used, but the ESP-01 is physically much smaller and also less expensive. So, in
the spirit of striving for parsimonious engineering, I worked out how to hook up
the ESP-01 to the MCP3304 where the final system is shown on Fig. 7. On the
left we see the opened system with the ADC in the back and the ESP-01 up front.
The geophone and the USB connector to provide 5V power that is stepped down
to 3.3V with a MCP1700 linear voltage regulator. In this design we use the same
type of voltage divider to set the voltage reference of the ADC to 0.42V. On the
right the closed system, enclosed in a smaller piece of cable-channel is shown.

Figure 7: The geoscope with a ESP-01 module and a MCP3304.

The ESP-01 only has four IO-pins: two general-purpose pins GPIO0, GPIO2,
and two pins for serial communication TX and RX. In order to operate the
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ADC I therefore have to sacrifice the serial communication and use the fact that
the serial transmit pins is also GPIO1 and the receive pin is GPIO3. This is
disadvantageous for debugging, but I did the code development on a NodeMCU
which has more pins and later simply transferred the code to an ESP-01 by
reassigning some IO-pins. I need to point out that the native SPI pins are not
exposed on the ESP-01 and we need to use bit-banging techniques to clock data
in and out of the ADC, quasi by-hand.

The code that achieves that trick is heavily influenced by sample code from
the Arduino playground, though I have adapted it somewhat. Before using the
pins I need to define the assignment. This is done in the following #define

statements.

#define CS 0 // ChipSelect

#define MOSI 2 // MasterOutSlaveIn

#define MISO 3 // MasterInSlaveOut

#define CLK 1 // Clock

Instead of simply initializing the SPI bus with a single statement, the following
initialization routine needs to be called inside the setup() function

void mcp3304_init_bb() {

pinMode(CS,OUTPUT);

pinMode(MOSI,OUTPUT);

pinMode(MISO,INPUT);

pinMode(CLK,OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(CS,HIGH);

digitalWrite(MOSI,LOW);

digitalWrite(CLK,LOW);

}

It simply declares whether the pins are used as input or output and assigns the
levels to them that correspond to SPI mode 0.

The function that actually reads the ADC values from the desired channel is
the following. It can be used in place of the analogRead(0) function within the
samplefast action() function, just as before.

int mcp3304_read_bb(int channel) { // bit-bang version

int adcvalue=0, sign=0;

byte commandbits = B10000000;

commandbits|=(channel & 0x03) << 4; // 5 config bits, MSB first

digitalWrite(CS,LOW); // chip select

for (int i=7; i>0; i--){ // clock bits to device

digitalWrite(MOSI,commandbits&1<<i);

digitalWrite(CLK,HIGH); // including two null bits

digitalWrite(CLK,LOW);
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}

sign=digitalRead(MISO); // first read the sign bit

digitalWrite(CLK,HIGH);

digitalWrite(CLK,LOW);

for (int i=11; i>=0; i--){

adcvalue+=digitalRead(MISO)<<i;

digitalWrite(CLK,HIGH);

digitalWrite(CLK,LOW);

}

digitalWrite(CS, HIGH);

if (sign) {adcvalue = adcvalue-4096; }

return adcvalue;

}

The code implements the bit-banging as described in the ADC data sheet rather
literally. First the CS line is pulled low to initialize the SPI bus. Then the
commandbits with the startbit, the bit indicating differential or single-ended
operation and the required channel number is assembled and then clocked to
the ADC by putting a specific bit on the MOSI line and toggling the CLK line.
This transfers the bit to the ADC. The state of the MISO line is not read in the
first for loop and information only flows from the ESP-01 to the ADC, but after
the final toggle of the CLK line we start reading the information coming from the
ADC off of the MISO line and continue doing that for the following 12 toggles of
the CLK line in the second for loop. Finally the sign bit is evaluated and in case
it is set the twos-complement calculated. As the last action the measurement
value is returned to the calling program.

As shown on Fig. 7 the resulting hardware is rather handy and flexible because
it can be powered from a USB powerbank and placed anywhere within the range
of the local WIFI network.

8 Improved Software

With the improved software and increased number of channels I had to update
the user interface on the web-server such that its appearance changed from the
initial one shown in Fig. 1 to the one shown in Fig. 8. The first new thing is
the address line where the IP and port number can be specified. Normally the
websocket listens on port 81, but in the example I used port-forwarding, because
the geoscope is located on a different sub-net as my desktop and a Raspberry Pi
serves as a router between the networks. I also added a few additional buttons.
Let’s discuss them one at a time. The first two buttons in the upper row are
used to start and stop the acquisition. The next button with TTW in the title
determines the time to wait between consecutive acquisitions. Presently up to
30 s waiting time are implemented. The next button selects the ADC that uses
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Figure 8: The new user interface.

differential inputs which is the MCP3304 and the other one, the MCP3208, which
uses single-ended inputs. We can select the internal ADC as well. Now two traces
can be displayed simultaneously and they can be selected with the right-most two
buttons in the upper row. With the left-most button in the lower row we can
select several modes of presentation, such as spectrum or time-domain, but also
auto-correlation of one channel and cross-correlation between channels A and B.
In the next button we select whether we want logarithmic or linear vertical scale.
The button that displays x10 allows us to increase the amplification, but this
is only done in software on the NodeMCU or ESP-01. The New Offset button
re-centers the time-domain plot, if there is a bias present and the Hardcopy

makes a .png file of the waterfall display. The last point displayed is the IP and
port number of the websocket, which in this case is the forwarded port on the
Raspi-router.

Due to the increase functionality and several different quantities sent from
the micro-controller to the browser, I have to change the communication protocol
somewhat and add a label for the different quantities to sent to the websocket
packet. The code on the controller was changed to
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DynamicJsonBuffer jsonBuffer;

JsonObject& json = jsonBuffer.createObject();

JsonArray& ddd = json.createNestedArray("WF1");

for (int k=0;k<points_to_send;k++) {

ddd.add(sample_buffer[k]);

}

Instead of using the createArray() function to add the samples, we create a
more general object and wrap the samples in a NestedArray named WF1. When
sending the waveform of channel B we name it WF2. In the browser we use the
following Javascript construction to extract the corresponding waveforms in the
websock.onmessage() function

websock.onmessage=function(event) {

var stuff=JSON.parse(event.data);

var val=stuff["WF1"];

if (val != undefined) { // handle trace1

:

}

var val=stuff["WF2"];

if (val != undefined) { // handle trace2

:

}

}

In this way the browser can react to different messages in a very flexible way.
Below the waterfall and spectrum display we display the timestamp of the last

time the display was updated. Below that some information about average and
extreme values are displayed and status information is displayed in the darker
area. Some additional info for debugging can show up below the status line.
We need to point out that clicking with the mouse in the spectrum or waterfall
windows shows the frequency at the pixel that was clicked. This is convenient to
identify the bands in the waterfall display or the peaks in the spectrum. In Fig. 8
many of the lines are multiples of 50Hz, which comes from poor shielding of the
wires between the geophone and the ADC and the rather noisy environment with
many electronic gadgets on my desk.

9 Conclusions

I describe several generations of hardware and software to interface geophones
and display spectral as well as time-domain information directly on a web-page.
In this way we can mis-appropriate the browser as the controlling software and are
independent of operating systems. It turns out that a judicious choice of ADC
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and micro-controller makes the system very flexible and convenient to use. I
found that the micro-controller occasionally freezes, especially when sending new
requests to change parameters while the acquisition is on-going. In situations
with high network load and short update frequency the problem with freezing
got worse. But normally one should just set the parameters and then observe
and record the data coming in. And that is what I will be doing in our lab in the
coming weeks.
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